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"We told them we loved them.
That was very important.

We were paying a big price.
They had to understand that we loved them."

Behid Imperial American En-

ergy's grand name was a small Denver-based company that had
fared badly in the cyclical oil and gas industry. In September 1977,
its marginal oil-driling business had been in bankruptcy for over
five years operating under the stewardship of a trustee. And just
as it emerged from under the trustee's protective umbrella, Con-
solidated Oil and Gas, another relatively small Denver oil company
with an imposing name, made a hostile tender offer to acquire a
majority of Imperial American's shares. The same rising oil prices
that had lited Imperial American out of bankruptcy, unburdened
of the full weight of its debt, had induced Consolidated Oil to

become a corporate raider.
Both companies, minor players in a major industry, began bat-

tling like titans, and got as much attention. For Wachtell Lipton,
taking engagements as they came meant being available to both
raiders and target companies. In this case we represented the tar..
get, Imperial American.
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To a student of the game, Consolidated Oil's tender offer was
hastily put together, its precipitousness everywhere evident. So
recent had been Imperial American's exit from the bankruptcy
courthouse that the shareholders, formerly limited partners in var-
ious oil-driling funds., hadn't yet received their stock certifcates
in the mail from the court, and the newly appointed board members
hadn't held their first meeting. Consolidated Oil was trying to make
up in speed and surprise what it lacked in financial strength. In
an industry of lumbering giants there were stil opportunities for
the nimble.

Besides agiity, attempting a takeover requires craft and the

wilingness to take risks. Initial planning usually starts with a small
group committed to secrecy, but mounting an attack, even against
another small company, calls for a substantial team, including
public relations firms, commercial banks (and their staffs), ac-
countants, and printers. Al these people leave telltale signs, though

to cover their tracks they use code names. Not surprisingly, the
paraphernalia of intrigue also signals a coming contest. Extensive

rehearsals and thoughtful anticipation of all likely defenses are
practically impossible for a raider to achieve before its intentions
become known. In going forward quickly, Consolidated Oil knew
that it wasn't fully prepared.

It launched its tender offer on a Monday morning in mid-
September 1977 with a notice in The Wall Street Journal, achieving
the objective of taking Imperial American totally by surprise. The
offer advised shareholders that they had ten days to tender their
shares to receive $17 in cash per share. The share price of $17 was
a substantial premium over the pre-tender bid prices of $9 to $10
for the newly minted Imperial American shares. So far, so good.

But seeking only a majority of the shares, a commitment of $22
milion for about 1.3 million shares, qualifed the offer as weak
and signaled that Consolidated Oil was financially stretched. Any
counterbid for all of the 2.5 milion outstanding shares, even at
the same price, would top the offer. The real strength of Consol-
idated Oil's offer came from its short duration. In ten days it's
hard to defend against even a lackluster bid. Also, few shareholders
would want to be left in a minority position when majority control
passed to Consolidated Oil, and unless a better alternative devel-
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oped in the brief offering period, shareholders would be forced to
tender.

In this contest, Consolidated Oil controlled the timing and had
the advantage. Three years later, in 1980, the minimum tender
offer period would be extended by law to twenty business days,
about twenty-six calendar days, reducing the element of surprise
and allowing more time for defense. The tactics and strategy of the
offense were largely worked out in the era when tender offers could
run their full course in ten calendar days. Defensive strategy flow-

ered only after 1980.

The importance Consolidated Oil had.. placed on speed and
surprise led to its launching the tender offer without having first
acquired a significant number of Imperial American sha.res. That
was a costly decision. The well-advised raider usually. begins by
stealthily buying up to 5 percent of.the target's stock in the open
market. Amounts up to that level don't have tob.epuhliclyre-'
ported. Purchases at market, withoutthepaymehtbf theJ~ndel'
offer premium price, reduce the overall costand provide substan-
tial gains if the target finds. another bidder for. the company, a
White Knight.

But Consolidated Oil couldn't have bought any ImperialAmer-
ican shares during the planning process without callngatteution

to its hostile motives; Imperial American,although.a small com-
pany, had approximately 25,000.shareholders, all with relatively
small stock positions. The company was. .anaffliate.of. KlngiRe-
sources, which had sold interests to "widows andorphansd'aml
then itself had become bankrupt. Any concerted trading activity
to accumulate a large share positiouwouldhavebeennotIceabie.
Further, since there were relatively few sharesiavailable.uiitiL. the
new certificates were in the. hands of all theshareholderstitwas
impossible to buy any blocks.Jusuchanimperfeclmarketsitna-
tion, any extended buying activity would.. have also .signifieantly
driven up the price of the shares.

More was at risk. in going forward than merely forfeitingapos-

sible profit. By mountinga.takeover,ConsolidatedOilhad.putits
own independence on the line. Entering the hostilearena,.iti¡anc"

tIoned takeoversaud gave up the moral right..toprot~stagainst
attacks on itself. As a practical matter, its abilty tofiindatender
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offer indicated that it could raise cash to help cover the cost of a
takeover of itself. For good reason it would thereafter show up on
computer screens as a potential target.

Despite the risks, in the mid-1970s tender offers were no longer
unusuaL. Consolidated Oil was one of many companies wing to
attack another. Before 1975, most aggressive acquirers were in-

dividuals like Tom Evans. In the corporate world, hostile offers
were frowned upon, and very few were wing to endure the social
disfavor. Mter 1975, with the stock market prices of most com-
panies at a low, reflected by the Dow Jones Industrial Average,
which hovered around 800, the merger and acquisition market
became active.. Everyone came to see that it was easier to buy than
build, and almost all companies began to consider growth. by ac-
quisition a legitimate and even necessary technique. EconoIIcs
changed social attitudes. Then takeover activity fueled itself . Even

target companies made raids, as defensivemeasures,..to..achieve a
size that made them a motecomple:xänd lesSinterestingtál'get. If
Consolidated Oil acquired Jmperial American, it would take on
significant debt and likely become less attractive to others. That
put additional incentives in place for winning.

I liked Consolidated Oil's side of the game... Giveua choice, I
preferred representing raiders. Bt.sides enjoying the planning, as

an outsider I was attracted to the entrepreneurial clients, inter-
esting men with a sense of themselves whoweretryingtÖ make
their mark and didn't mind challenging and dismantlingrigideot-
porate empires. Moreover, I had no affnityforthecorporatehier-

archy that seemed indigenous to most establishedcorporatIons.
But representing the target company Imperial American wasn't a

big step to take. The managers of Consolidated Oil, while aggtes-

sive, weren't like Tom Evans. For the mostpart,acquirerswere
noW established corporations, with large staffs ordered in tanking
bureaucracies, little. different from the people they were out to
acquire.

These new acquirers changed the character of thework. Indeed,
I sometimes found that I was. participating in war games. Many

companies simulated or went through takeover Toiitines, playing

mock battles, carrying through all the variationsiofthriistand
parry. In effect, they were planning.. an invasion, of ten one that
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was one or two or more years away, mOre remote than most of

their long-term plans. Takeover activity was a diversion for them,
frequently separate from the lie of the operating businesses. These
corporations sought the experience and encouraged the game, for
little else in business galvanized people and brought them together
as cohesively as organizing an attack that would require speed,

surprise, and precision timing. It also prepared them to defend
themselves, without acknowledging their target status.. Corporate
staffs, otherwise keenly protective of their free time, would work
in the evenings and even on weekends energized by strike-force
apparatus such as beepers, security clearances, and "eyes only"
memoranda.

Even when the acquisition got off the planning board, the game
aspect of the raider's side sometimes elevated keeping score and
beating your opponent above thinking about. whal the fighting was
over. Among corporate executivesmaking or .contemplating.tlieir
first hostile acquisition there was ofteua locker-room mentaliy. I
found that all the mystery and excitement of Sex, of breaking down
resistance, of scoring and conquest, were associated with a take-
over. Manliness was at stake, and measured. Inorder to learn the
ropes, executives talked to friends who had made acquisitions.

"Was it hostile?"
"Initially. "
"What made them come around?"
"There was no choice. Somebody would take them over. "
"They didn't mind dealing with you, even thoiighyouwert.the

one that put them in play?"
"We told them that we loved them. That was very importáut.

We were paying a big price. They had to understand that we loved
them. "

"We're looking at some acquisitions.Wt.'reon . some White
Knight lists, but we're preparing todoa hostile."

"Sometimes that's the only way to get what you want."
For some it was a rite of passagt., and with it came acceptabilty..

Even more, respect: the takeover told of cunning 
and daring and

the power to take what yon wanted. Eventhosecompanies that
didn't do.hostile acquisitions contemplated them. Ûften they threat-
ened to launch one to coerce a company to negotiate with them.
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That is the buyer's side. While it's multifaceted, it's limited to
taking. There is another side, that of the seller determined to get
the highest price.

While the buyer chooses, the seller must attract and hold the
buyer's interest. "Being a seller is like being a high-priced whore.
You hang out in expensive bars. Xou have to pretend that it's not
for sale, except perhaps to them because with them it would be a
perfect combination. You stare, and let them look, but never get

too forward. Of course, you deliver when they meet your price."
Jack Seabrook, former chairman of iv International, told me th.at
view of the seller's side. What he WaS saying was that no matter
how well the boys in the corporate locker room had learned the
moves, the rituals of a matÌlig dance were only the beginning. The
boys at Consolidated Oil would soon learn how diffcult it would
be to capture the prey.

Once Consolidated Oil initiated its bid, it expected áfìght,even
from the trustee of Imperial American. The trustee hadbeeiiap..
pointed the new chairman of the board, and Consolidated Oilèx-

pected that he would want to retain his position. But faced with
the Consolidated Oil tender offer the trustee had an unpredictable

response. The trustee's charge, all through the bankriiptcy, had
been to find value for the security holders, and he saw this situation
as a continuation of his role. Accordingly, he was prepared to
negotiate with Consolidated OiL. He promptly hired Goldman,
Sachs & Co. to advise him.

At Goldman Sachs, Peter Sachs, aftet hearing out the trustee's
desire to sell the company, nevertheless decided to oppÖsethebid
and keep Consolidated oa atatih's length. PetetSachswast~en
a vice president in the mergers and acquisitions department and a

shrewd observer of. changes in the marketplaee. Onlythtëe days
before the Consolidated Oil tender offer, he had visited the ttûStee
and offered Goldman Sachs's services to defend against possible
hostile takeovers. The trustee hadn'tbelievedthattheservlces
would be necessary. Peter recalls leavingthettustee'soffceand
flying back to New York the nextday,ollly togetamésságeonhis
arrival that he should turn around and meet the trustee in Deuver
beCause there was some peculiar movement intheeoihpa.ny's stock.
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The following business day, Consolidated Oil commenced its tender
offer. Peter's prescience had gotten him the engagement.

Peter's assessment of the sellg opportunities Was that Imperial

American's distress from the unsolicited attack would induce other
bidders to come forward as effectively as Jack Seabrook's method
of posturing and hanging out in fancy bars. Peter saw the urgency
of the tender offer as creating a climate conducive to an auction
and began preparing to organize and call one for the sale of the
company in Denver, a center for the oil and gas industry, where
the company was headquartered. Consolidated Oil was to get the
fight it anticipated but not for the expected reasons.

Peter Sachs recommended that my firm be brought in to rep-
resent Imperial American. We were described to the senior man-
agement as experienced, using the metaphor of the surgical
operating room. "When you're spread out on the table, everything
has to be done quickly and you don't want sonieone . learning on
the job." Expert efforts would be needed to fend off the raider
while Goldman Sachs sought other buyers who would be courted
as White Knights.

Goldman Sachs didn't want to stop the tender offer, just slow it
down enough to encourage counteroffers to faciltate the auction.
My first task, then, was to delay the offer's expiration so that there
would be more time to process bids. That meant a challenge in the
Denver federal court, claiming that the tender offer was false and
misleading, requiring corrêctive disclosure. If we could convince
the judge of the validity of our contentions, he would make Con-
solidated Oil start over again, which in effect granted a delay.

The offer, precipitously put together, Wasn't artful, leavingaJot
of room to maneuver. But we were seeking an injunction, extraor-
dinary relief from the court. Our claims had to show iinequivocally
that shareholders would be detrimentally misled. We had to point
to clear mistakes, obvious on the face of the tender offer. Alegations
that needed factual substantiation would get bogged down in the

presentation of evidence through witnesses, taking days to prove.
The longer it took to validate the assertions, the more legitimate
the Consolidated Oil offer would seem to the court. Making the
task more difcult was that, in our experience, showing the court
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one mistake wouldn't do. No tender offer is perfect, and the court
could reasonably overlook a mistake, unless it was remarkably
egregious. We had to find at least three to give the cumulative sense
of error and lack of care. Also, three would give the judge a choice
to see whether he fancied all or some as the reason for starting the
offer over again. Furthermore, we had to find the errors promptly;
otherwise they wouldn't look serious. High drama needs fresh tears.

The litigators did the arguing. My job was to help gather their
materiaL. There was a bag of tricks that I worked from, knowing
that none would be likely to be persuasive in the New York courts
most familiar with takeovers. Generally, the knowledgeable courts
honored the minimum ten days and wouldn't intervene to create a
diferent time schedule. In Denver this would be a case of first. .
impreSSlOn.

George Katz, our lead litigator on the matter, flew out to Denver
by himself to work on the court papers with the Denver lawyers

at Holland & Hart. They were essential to the effort because they
were familar with local litigation practice and knew their way
around the courts. Their offces became our work stations, complete
and well equipped, without overhead. Also, they gave us as much
help as we needed. The breadth of local legal talent all over the
country allowed us to compete with the larger New York firms. Our
position as experts, heading a large team effort, freed us from biling
on an hourly basis, the traditional arrangement. Hourly compen-
sation was recognizably not adequate. We discovered that a small
expert group could command premiums for expertise and premiums
for favorable outcome. We began to bil like investment bankers,
on the basis of the size and complexity of the matter. Since we were
specialized, many local lawyers didn't feel threatened that we would
compete for their clients' business and sought the firm's expertise.
All this encouraged us to keep the firm small.

As luck would have it, we got Judge Fred M. Winner for our
case. He was an activist judge, famiiar with the history of Imperial
American in bankruptcy, and wanted to see an auction develop.
George Katz and the judge found an immediate affnity. "We need
to delay the tender offer to help the shareholders, your honor.

Some shareholders haven't even gotten their stock certificates,
which has created confusion. Some may not be able to tender. An
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unfair situation has developed." George approached the problem
in lawyerly fashion, finding injustice. He was, however, argning
for delay by indirection.

"Is your concern with making sure that all shareholders wil be
able to tender to Consolidated Oil?" the judge asked, letting George
know that he wasn't naïve and wanted frankness.

"Well, not exactly. We'd like the time to develop some compe-
tition," George responded, right to the point, confrming what the
judge knew, that there would be a sale of the company. The judge
appreciated the diffculty involved in sellng a company in about a
week. Two of the ten days had already elapsed.

The obstacle that even a sympathetic judge faced was finding
suffcient reason to stop the offer. Our claims, cobbled in more
haste than Consolidated Oil's offer, weren't very persuasive. They
were variations of alleged failures to disclose Consolidated Oil's

plans for treatment of the minority shareholders,!lIldomissions of
descriptions of the. majority's obligations to theminority.share-
holders, which we claimed made the offer coercive. and designed to

stampede shareholders. Each was aImostembarrassing to argue
and taken together didn't seem to have enough weight to tip the
scale in our favor. Judge Winner fonndhis own reasons. He worked
from the following facts. Consolidated Oil had indi~ated,iuac,.
cordance with standard tender offer practice, that it. could with-
draw its tender if the offer was challenged in cOurt. We were, on
behalf of Imperial American, objecting to. the offer as misleading.
Our ~hallenge, Judge Winner found,satisned thatconditiot1of the
offer, which meant that the offer could be withdrawn. Judge\Vinner
then concluded that it wasn't clear. whether therewasanoffet
outstanding, since it. could now be withdrawn atauyiimeonany
whim of Consolidated Oil, which madeitilusory!liidconfusing.

On that basis, he justifed judicial intetvention and granted an
injunction.

Even we, as desirous of getting .a favorable order. as anyone,
hadn't thought seriously of pressing such a circular argument. If
the offer didn't exist, why stop it? Since we hadn't raised the ques-

tion, we fortunately didn't have to answer it. LetItbeunderstood
that no court since has ever accepted that decision as persuasive.
No matter, the tender offer had to start again, and. on the third
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day, we got a new ten days. Al of us felt renewed, .and the amazing
result confirmed our expertise.

What looked like a compassionate decision of the court to us
looked wrongheaded to Consolidated Oil. But it would be foolish
to appeal to correct the wrong decision. An appeal would only take
up more time and thus be self-defeating. Consolidated Oil had to
accept the wound and hegin its tender offer again, having lost the
speed for which it had already paid dearly. It recommitted itself
because it believed that 

another buyer wouldn't be easy to fiud in

the next ten days.

In the next three years the courts all over the country would
come to see that if you interrupted a tender offer for intuitive
reasons of fairness, you discouraged the process. Without the as-
surance of surprise and speed, tender offers wouldn't 

be made.

The courts would let market forces work,withoutiiiterferenee.
Victories like this were numbered.

In preparation for the auction, Peter Sachs 

sent oiitbrochurés

by overnight mail. reporting on Imperial American's oil and 

gas

reserves to all the major oil companies (and mauyminors) and 

told

them to be in Denver the following week tosiibrnit bids. Ahouta
hundred companies were 

contacted. The brochu.re,Widelycircu-

lated as an invitation, contained only publiCiyavailábleinforma-
tion, but. set out the process... This 

Was stil. the .. early days of

takeovers and 
we were making up the rules for theproceduresäs

we went along. Fairness 
that could withstand 

judidål scrutiny was

our guide.All bidders .wouldbegivenanopportunitytospeakto
the management 

of the. company and to reviewenginiiringrepor~~

in a data room setupJor the purpose.Aboutthirty-nveprospectIve
bidders showed up. Managementhadthehe~tviewofthe potential
for finding additional oilreserves.~iththeircooperationihec0I;-
pany became more salable,and the 

White Knight was advantaged

to some degree over the raider, who remained 

an outsider through-

out. It would take another..teu.yeársbeforehostilebidderscould
claim access to information giventoallotherpoientialpul'chäScrs.

After making their assessments ,potentialbidders wetetoldthát

they could suhmit séaled bids which woiildbe keptsecref... Only
the highest bidwoiild be announced. All Were asked tornakeiheir

bids for cash and structure them astenderoffets to 

èOmpete with
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Consolidated Oil's tender. The urgency of the situation was duly
stressed because a winning White Knight would have to be chosen
before the expiration of Consolidated Oil's tender offer.

In making the rules as we went along, we didn't anticipate all
the possible moves by the players. After reviewing the data, Petro-

Lewis, a Denver-based oil company, ignored the auction process
we had so carefully detailed and made a tender offer for Imperial
American. By offering $17 for .all shares and getting a head start
by commencing the tender offer early, Petro-Lewis was attempting
to discourage all other parties from bidding. It was a disconcerting
gambit but didn't stop the auction. (After that tactic by Petro-
Lewis, we would revise the auction rules to require all parties that
had received data to agree not to make hostile tender offers com-
peting with the auction process.)

Peter Sachs and I decided to use a conference room at Holland
& Hart for the auction. We sat at the centerofthe table,OPPQ$ite

the door, so we could face the bidders as they caniein. 01lfschêdule
covered a two-day period, allowing up to half an hourfor.questions
by the prospective buyers and an exchange of last-minute infor-
mation. The buyers who contacted us first were given the oppor-
tunity to see us first.

Bidders entered the conference room with.. their investment
bankers and lawyers and made feeble gestures at asking questions.
Our expectation was that after the half-hour session they would
submit their bid in a sealed envelope. The early bidders . showed
great reluctance to do anything that would tip.the.r hand, saying

they hadn't made up their minds and wanted to know the deadline
for submitting bids. What we hadn't antieipatedwas that everyone
felt that their bid would be opened anddisclosedw the next bid-
ders. Those who had eagerly contactedus..firstwantedtoseeiis

last. As the day wore on, the later bidders, aftergoingthronghthe
preliminary questions to show serious intent, asked IIS to tell them
the high bid.

We quickly caught on to the dynamics,. and. to we
promptly reiterated the rules: no one would be told any. other
person's bid. Bids could be submitted at the lastmin.ute,biittliat
meaut waiting around Denver instead of doing other prodiictive
work. That caused the cynical to ask a lot mOre questions so that
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they could carefully scrutinize us to see if trust waS warranted.
We assumed that there would be a small range of prices in the

bidding. Al Imperial American's wells were mature and the oil
reserves were known with a high degree of precision. There was
little romance in this company. The only 

questions , in terms of

valuation, were how long it would take to extract the oil and gas
and what were the expected prices for oil.and gas. Everybody had
the same information. The winning bid probably wouldn't be much
above the other bids, and we were likely to face the accusatíon

that the winning bidder had been tipped. It wasn't a happy

situation.
Sitting in the bare Denver conference room for two full days

watching representatives of oil companies and. theír investment

bankers and lawyers come on center. stage and then 
depart, I got

a good view of the professionals involved in mergers 
and acquisi-

tions. The investment bankers were fromfirmsJikeLehmauBroth-
ers, Morgan Stanley, First.Boston Corporation,KidderPeábody;
all recognizable as old-line Wall Street firms. The background 

of

the bankers was as traditional, and with as little variation.,.as the
clothing they wore. The style they affected, however, didn'Uellall.

Peter, whose grand-uncle was a founder of Goldman Sachs,

looked like he'd been a banker from bírth, or 
at least .sincf.he.had

gotten out of school, but his career hadn't followed a couventioual

path. After graduating from Harvard College, he spenteight.yeat"s

racing formula cars in Europe and sellng high-performanceaud
antique cars in Europe and in the States. Hedídn'ijoinGpldiiau
Sachs until he was over thirty years of age , and on entry, people at

the firm met a well-mannered, suaveyoungmanwithanaristocratic
bearing. Wary of him because ofhisunusualactívitiesaftercollege

and the instant credibilty his name afforded,. hise1derspllt himto
work at tedíous tasks with long hours, tryingtoscrub off the gloss 9f

pride. Finally, they gave him his own. de.alsandlethisambition
drive him. Many of his opponents were equallydriven,their.lives

not anywhere near ascrísply tailored as their convt.ntìonalsuits.
Most of the takeover law firms, however, weren't part ()ft.h.ç

Wall Street elite, and many of the lawyers advising participants in
the Imperial American auction sharply contrasted withthebauk-
ers' regular lawyers. The firm of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher
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& Flom, already our firm's main adversary, was headed by Joe
Flom, who, slight and stooped, looked like a tailor, concentrating
more on your cuffs and sleeves than on your face. One of his
assistants and my counterpart on a number of my early transac-
tions, and many since, was Morris Kramer, who was known to wear
velvet suits, had shoulder-length hair, and a high-pitched voice
with a pronounced Brooklyn accent. But looks and speech can be
deceiving, as I well knew growing up in Brooklyn: these were ac-
complished and knowledgeable men. If there was common ground
between the bankers and lawyers involved in takeovers, it was that
all were ambitious, intensely competitive, and not rattled by the
stakes involved.

Finding commonality, however, didn't explain the sharp difer-
ences. Why the involvement of the traditional investment banking
firms in takeovers, while their law fÌrmsweren't involved? Concern
for clients on the part of the law firms couldn't be.. a... suffßicnt
reason, since the bankers were able to overcome that coiiceI'll.
What made them different? I concluded that the bauking firms
were much more directly fee-driven.

It was no accident that I'd first met Peter Sachs in our offces
in 1976, the year before, while mediating a fee dispute. Wewerc
representing a corporation contemplating an acquisition of. R.rC-
luctant seller. The corporate client understood that the acquisition
might only be possible on a hostile basis, but it WaS 10athtoresott

to that. Goldman Sachs was competing with Smith Barney for the
investment banking business, but Goldman Sachs would only act
as the banker for the corporation if thctransactionbecamea
negotiated one. Goldman Sachs had always takentheposition that

it wouldn't initiate hostile takeovers and would only act as ahanker
on the defense side. Smith Barney was advising the corporation to
commence a hostile tender offer without first contactingthetärget
company's management, thus retaining theelements.osiirpl'se

and speed. The strategy excluded Goldman Sachs. JohuAdäms
Morgan, a grandson of J. P. Morgan (and.. a lineal descendant of
John Adams), was doing the counseling on behalf of Smith Barney,
where he was in charge of corporate finance. and mergers. Built
like a rail splitter, with wide shoulders and thickchest, heJooked
as if the hostile taking of share certifcates was second nature. More
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so because those shoulders and thick neck supported a powerful,
bald head with the fierce Morgan famiy nose.

Goldman Sachs, in reaction, had positioned itself so that Smith
Barney was excluded if the target agreed to negotiate. The fee issue,
all or nothing depending on the initial strategic decisions of the
client, had to be resolved before the deal could go forward. Even
the client was immobilzed by the conflct between the Sachses and
the Morgans. No one was embarrassed to fight directly over money,
and the warfare was open and slightly acrimonious, although so-
cially everyone showed the best manners. Each had their own law-
yers from equally well-regarded Wall Street firms ready to protect
the fee, but not to work on the deaL. Large sums were involved (a
percentage of the purchase price which could amount to as much
as $5 milion), and this kind of aggressiveness seemed bred in 

the

bone and accepted by their lawyers. Mediation between these two
groups was necessary to get the deal going, which J took a hand in
doing. Finally, they entered into a treaty thatprovidedfot'iliteN
ligent fee splitting, allowing us all to cooperate. 

While not a very

propitious way to meet, it was the beginning of a long relationship.
From that incident I saw that the banking firms were oriented

to doing transactions that brought in fee income 
and were sensitive

to changes in the market. Looking further, I came 
to see that in

those firms most partners were . well off financially.. and retired in
their early fifties, except for the very few. 

that led the firms.Im-
portant responsibilties were necessarily giventoyoungpeople,all
ready to embrace change. In the law firms, however, changes in
the marketplace had to filter through to the top-tierlawyers,/who
were tradition-bound, much older than their hankingeounterparts,

and remote from the market. Also, lawyers 
biled on an hóiirly

basis, making one kind of work not muchmoreprontableithan
another. As a consequence, law firms rarelydevelopednew/spe-
cIalties. And lawyers didn't move around fromfirmtofirinasmiich
as business people. Accordingly, there was liniited 

ability to move

or to grow into new areas of the law. I was in that 
room becaust.

the market had created a need and 
my firm was .. young enough to

commit itself to the new area. Our being oriented to 
resolve disputes

in favor of doing the deal is what attracted 
Peter.. Sachs. Already

I could see that the opportunities were vast.
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In the middle of the second day of taking bids, we met Gaines
Godfrey, the chief financial offcer for Mesa Petroleum, T. Boone
Pickens's company. Gaines Godfrey was a combination of Texas
oilman and eastern financial analyst. He unabashedly displayed
the mixture in his outfit, a business suit and cowboy boots. He'd
come to the meeting himself, but, sitting opposite Peter and me,
he kept looking around the room, uneasy with the situation. There
was nothing in the room to see other than a bare conference table
and a couple of stark wooden chairs opposite us. Watching him
for a few moments, Peter was compelled to ask, "Is something on
your mind?"

"What's the highest bid?" he asked. There were no other pre-
liminaries. The directness was without guile, but it was nouetheless
tiresome after two days of the same question. Moreover, the bidding
ran between $18 and $19 a share, bunched around $18.50, which
now guaranteed accusations of bid shopping.

"We're not giving out that information," Peterresporided, With-
out expressing any irritation. "This is a blind .bidding procedure.
You'll have to make your bid on the basis of your own estimate of
value." Peter was very proper. "Of course, your bid won't be

revealed either," Peter added, and smiled.

Again, Gaines Godfrey looked around the room, as if verifying
that nothing had changed, obviously disappointed..Somethingwas
on his mind. He scanned the room a second tImeand finaUyasked,
"What's Goldman's fee going to be?"

Peter told him, without hesitation,. that the fee would beahont
% of 1 percent of the aggregate purchase price. The target eompal1Y
paid all fees, which meant that the buyer absorbed themiaspart

of the purchase price. Lookrng further around theroom,hesig-

naled that anotherquestionwa$ forming.."What'syourJee.?"he
asked me. He understood that we wouldn't be billng merdy on
the basis of time spent. Word travels fast. in the marketplae~.

Calculation of our fee was more complicated sinceit was.stillkeyed
to some extent on estimated. time, plus premiums for intensity of
effort and success. I had. an estimate, which I'd give:ito Imperial
American, and told him.

"You'll have to excuse me for a minute,"Gaines Godfrey said,
and left the room. He had the same look on his fa.ceas a man who
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had an unexpected and urgent call of nature. He closed the door
sharply behind him to assure privacy.

When he came back into the room, he told us that his bid was
$20.73. From the odd number, it was almost certain that he'd
recalculated his bid, deducting the fees. To follow his mental pro-
cesses, we did the arithmetic. With 2.5 milion shares, the aggregate
price for the company was $51,825,000. Not an odd-numbered
result like the per-share price, which made it almost certain that,
with some rounding on his aggregate price, he'd deducted our fees.

Peter said to him, "Stocks are traded in hat sizes, Mr. Godfrey."
Peter was being playfuL.

"What does that mean?" Gaines Godfrey asked.
"Stocks are traded in eighths," Peter explained. "You should

round up your bid." Peter wasn't giving any indication that the
bid was off the charts.

"Round down," Gaines Godfrey said.
"If that's the way you want to play it, we're prepared to 'leàve

it at $20.73," Peter said. And then added, "Suityourself,'d as if
rounding down made a substantial detrimental diference.

That gave Gaines Godfrey pause. He scrutinized Peter, trying
to evaluate the statement. "Leave it at $20.73," he said.

Turning to procedure, we then asked him if Mesa Petroleum was

prepared to make a tender offer. He said, "Booue Pickens won't
make a tender offer. We want to buy assets." Pickens. had made
a tender offer, about a year before, for a company called Åzteeh
Oil and had lost out to other bidders in the contest. Gaines Godfrey
insisted that Pickens had sworn off tender offers after his. bad
experience. He wanted to enterinto..atraditional.assetformiof

arrangement for buying. oil properties. An asset. purehas.e would
take sixty days or more, while a tender offer would take only/ten
days. In an asset purchase, the companysoldállits to the
buyer and then distributed the proceeds to ItssharehoIdersin.
liquidation of the company. The terms oftheagreementandithe
sale and liquidation required a shareholder meeting for approvaL,
which was the time-consuming process..ThegreaterthetimeperÎod
before closing, the greater the risk of nonconsiimmation.Againwe
warned him that the terms would be taken into account,andthat
could affect the likelihood of acceptance of his bid, but he wouldn't
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reconsider. A tender offer was out of the question. His price was
substantially higher than the $17 tender offer by Petro-Lewis so
the shareholders would refrain from tendering during the sixty or
so days required for the Pickens deal to get the $20.73.

At the end of the second day, we stil hadn't gotten all the bids
from those who wanted to bid at the last minute. Peter visited
Petro-Lewis at their offces at 7 p.m. (although they were a hostile
bidder) and was told that they would increase their tender to $19
a share, and at 10 p.m. Fred Hamiton of Hamilton Petroleum
called Peter and me and asked us to come to his offce down the
street from our hoteL. He then put in a bid of about $19, sure that
he was the last bidder.

The Mesa Petroleum bid was the highest by far. The auction had
produced a price beyond anyone's expectation, even on a property
where the value should have been in a narrow band. Corporate
auctions became, for that reason, the method of choice for sellng
companies.

We had no alternative but to go along with Gaines Godfrey's

terms and proceed to do the transaction as a sale of assets.W e
then turned to Pickens and asked him to be prepared to promptly
enter into an agreement, but Pickens wanted to do an investigative
study of the company,. expressed as doing due dilgence, before

signing. His investigative work would take abouta week. ThePetro-
Lewis tender offer (which topped the Consolidated Oil bid) would
attract tenders unless we could discourage them.. We. felt con-
strained to announce Pickens's offer, although he wasn'tbouud .at
that price, and stated in the pressannouncenientthat.a definitive
agreement would be entered into the following week..At. the time
of the announcement of the $20. 73 price per .. .share., tendt.rsof
shares to Petro-Lewis were withdrawn in favor of the Pickens de.al.

At the end of the week, the date set for signing,Piekeiis .a.sked
for an additional two to three days' extension..He.was. stiii doing

his investigative work. The failure to sign was Jinsettling, hut:pick-
ens had us pinned by his high price. Althollgh disappointed,. we
publicly announced the extension in as positive terms as We could
manage. The slippage in the schedule madt.tha. two mo.uthsto
completion of the deal seem even more risky and longer than before.
If in the next two or three days Pickens decided not to do the
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transaction, there would be very signifcant questions about the
value of the company's assets. We'd be asked: What had he seen?
The fact that he'd been wiling to pay more than anyone else would
no longer be a comfort. Was Pickens having second thoughts about
the price, which any reasonable person would? We had more ques-
tions than we had answers.

And then, almost immediately .after the failure to sign at the dead-
line, one of the other bidders rebid. Petro-Lewis called the trustee
and Peter Sachs and told them that it was now prepared to pay $20 a
share for all outstanding shares. Petro-Lewis saw Pickens's delay as
a breach of his agreement, permitting another round of bidding. In
fact, the extension we'd granted Pickens didn't legally bind Impe-
rial American. Pickens wasn't bound to follow through on his offer
and the extension wasn't meant to be an option tying up the com-
pany. While priced at less than Pickens's bid, the Petro-Lewis offer
looked more satisfactory, since Petro- Le'Wiswo-ild .b~ iinmt.diately
bound and would conclude the transaction promptly, at leasttwo
months before Pickens.. Without hesitation, Peter and I told the
trustee that he could accept the Petro-Lewis bid. The arrangement
was endorsed within hours .and day after the first

deadline for Pickens's investigation
Pickens publicly protested and

to the newspapers. His bid was
the press, and he didn't
Talking to the press, however,
a challenge to Petro-Lewis only

When Pickens didn't act to
company' at $20 a share.

Pickens's failure meant
couldn't participate as
room and a day with
would allow to evaluate
time no one would wait for an
would be done

would be another
Boone Pickens refused to make
the changes in the marketplace. Indeed,
and either you embraced. them or
lined indefinitely.


